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hardship upon the ordinary merchant who makes profit by· his dealing;
still less on the factor, who receives only commission and interest on
his advances. We think it cannot be said that this is simply a de-
mand for unliquidated damages for the breach of a contract. The
recovery sought was for commissions on cotton not shipped; the ac-
counts furnished to the defendants so stated; and in addition to the
charges therefor, set out in the accounts, the plaintiff repeatedly ad-
vised the defendants by letter of the terms of the agreement, and that
these items for commissions on cotton not shipped would be charged, to
which no objection was made by the defendants for more than two
years after the account was opened. If the law will presume an agree-
ment from silence in any case, we think it will in this case, and that
the accounts which have been rendered by the plaintiff, and received
by the defendants :without objection, must be considered as stated 01'
settled accounts, and as liquidated by the parties, as fully so as if they
had been signed by both. The balance is a debt as a matter of con-
tract implied by the law. It is to be considered as one debt, and a
recovery may be had upon it without regard to the items which com-
pose it. Atkinson v. Allen, 71 Fed. 58, 60, 15 C. C. A. 570, 572, and 36
U. S. App. 255, 260; Porter v. Price, 80 Fed. 655, 657,26 C. C. A. 70,
72, and 49 U. S. App. 295, 300.
The judgment of the circuit court is reversed, and the case remanded,

with directions to grant a new trial.

MARTIN v. HUGHES et a1.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit. November 14, 1898.)

No.9.
L EVIDENCE-BoUNDARy-DECLARATIONS 01l' DECEASED SUnVEYOR.

The declarations of a deceased surveyor, unless made on the ground In
controversy, are not admissible to establish a boundary in Pennsylvania,
though made in court under oath In an action between different parties.

a BOUNDARIES-SURVEY-RETURN BY SUCCESSOR IN OFFICE.
A warrant for land was issued by the commonwealth in 1794, and a sur-

vey was made thereunder in the same year by a deputy surveyor, who died
without having made his return. In 1808 his successor in office made
return of the survey made by his predecessor as authorized by law, and a
patent was issued thereon, under which the land has been held since that
time. Held, that after such lapse of time the return was not open to ques-
tion, and the marks of the survey of 1794, If they could be identified on the
ground, controlled as fo the location of the tract, and could not be dis-
placed by marks of a survey made in 1808, on the theory, unsupported by
other evidence, that the surveyor making the return based it upon a new
survey made by himself.

.In. Error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the Western
District of Pennsylvania.
This was an action in ejectment by John C. Martin against Charles

A. Hughes and others. There was a judgment for defendants) from
which the plaintiff brings error.
C. Heydrick, for plaintiff. in error.
M. D. Kittell, for defendants in error.
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Before ACHESON and DALLAS, Circuit Judges, and BUTLER,
District Judge.

BUTLER, District Judge. The plaintiff brought ejectment under a
title from the commonwealth,in pursuance of a warrant issued to Isaao
Brennan, March 25, 1794, a survey thereunder by Deputy Surveyor
George Woods, a return of this survey by his successor in office, in 1808,
and a patent based thereon soon after. Three other warrants were
issued contemporaneously with Brennan's, one of them to Richard
Smith, another to William Smith and a third to John Nicholson, for
lands in the same locality, and surveys made in pursuance of them by
Woods contemporaneously with the survey for Brennan. Woods dying
without having made returns of these surveys, they were made by his
successor in office, William O'Keefe, in June, 1808; and patents were
issued accordingly. The return on William Smith's warrant calls for
a beech tree as its northwestern corner; a line running thence north;
a road crossing that line obliquely at a distance of 30 rods from the
corner; and a line running north and west from its northwest corner.
The return on the Nicholson warrant calls for land of William Smith on
the east; a cedar tree near a beech, as its northeast corner; lines run-
ning thence north, east and west; the "state road" crossing this line,
running north in the same oblique direction shown on the return of the
William Smith survey, at a distance of 30 rods from the corner; for
Isaac Brennan's land on the north; and extending 30 rods west of
Nicholson's northwestern corner. The calls of the return on the Isaac
Brennan warrant reciprocate calls of the other returns, specifying a
cedar tree as its southeastern corner; John Nicholson as an adjoiner
on the south, declaring that the survey starts at the cedar and extends
west 30 yards less than the length of its southern line; and that lines
run from the cedar north and south, and so on.
The defendants claim under a title from the commonwealth in pur-

suance of a warrant issued to James Duncan in March, 1794, and a sur-
vey made thereunder in 1853.
The question involved in the suit is: Where was the controverted

line of the Brennan survey located? The plaintiff claims that it
started in a northerly direction at the cedar near a beech, as described
in the return, and located by his testimony; while the defendants claim
that it started at a point called "the cedar stump" or "big cedar," about
40 yards westward, where marks are found, made in 1808. Each of
these claims is supported by testimony, and under the instruction of
the court a verdict was rendered for the defendants. The plaintiff
complains of tbis instruction, and also of the rejection of certain testi-
mony. The specifications of error are as follows:
The learned court erred below:
(1) In overruling the plaintiff's offer of the testimony of William Griffith. a

sUlTeyor, then dect'asell, delivered upon the trial of a certain cause in the court
of common pleas of Cambria county. Pennsylvania, in the year 1885, in which
David Smay, through whom the defendant below deduced title to part of the
Duncan tract, Record 17-23, was plaintiff, and the plaintiff below was defend-
ant, to the effect that in or about the year 1835, he made a survey of the .Tohn
Nicholson tract, in doing which, he found at the point claimed by the plaintiff
(below) as the common corner of the Brennan, Kicholson and Smith tracts B.
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cedar tree f\Jld a beech tree, each on four sides as a corner, standing
just so far apart that lie could stand between them; that the cedar stood to
the southwest of the beech and that he could set his compass between the
trees and turn It upon anyone of the four lines and see marks on anyone of
the four lines around it; that subsequently the beech tree was blocked and
showed marks of 1794 and 1808, and th,at there was an old, well-marked line
running north and south from the cedar and beech; and that In 1835 the
corner marks on the cedar were apparently old; the same having been reduced
to writing by the official reporter of the court, and being offered, first, as a
deposition, and, second, as the declaration of a deceased surveyor, and rejected
upon each offer. Record, 87-8.
(2) In Its answer to the plaintiff's second point, which point was as follows:
"It appears by the official return that the Isaac Brennan tract was surveyed
by George Woods, Jr., in June, 1794, and therefore if marks made upon the
ground by the surveyor In locating the Isaac Brennan tract have at any time
been found and their position Identified, they must control the location of the
tract;" and was answered as follows: "This point is affirmed If the jury
find that George Woods, deputy surveyor, surveyed the land as stated and his
survey was adopted and returned by William O'Keefe, his successor in office,"
Record, 88; and In not unqualifiedly affirming the point.
(3) In its answer to the plaintiff's fifth point, which point was as follows:
"If the jury believe from all the evidence that three tracts of land mentioned
in the preceding point (namely the Smith, Nicholson and Brennan) have a com-
mon corner, that would fix the eastern side of the Isaac Brennan, and the
same could not be changed by the subsequent survey made of the James
Duncan In 1853;" and was answered as follows: "We have already explained
that to you, that If the true line of the Isaac Brennan was as claimed for by
the plaintiff In this case, and the survey was made at the early date claimed,
that the subsequent survey of the James Duncan tract in 1853 overlapping
th9 Isaac Brennan must give way to the older survey." Record, 89.
(4) In charging the jury as follows: "Now these surveys (namely of the

Brennan, Smith and Nicholson tracts) If they were made by George Woods
upon the ground, William O'Keefe, the deputy surveyor, or who seems to have
been his successor, had a right to return, and so far as the effect of the surveys
Is concerned, the act of the deputy in surveying them was the act of the prin-
cipal, or George Woods, if he made the prior survey. * * * On the
face of tIle papers [the returns of surveys of the Brennan, Smith and Nich-
olson tracts], the inquiry wlIl naturally arise to you: If these surveys, If
these are returns of surveys made by George Woods In 1794, and if those sur-
veys were made in the month of June, and presumably at the same time-
If those be returns of his survey, did George Woods mean the same corner by
thes,e three different designations, if are different, namely, one a beech,
one a cedar and one a cedar near a beech." Record, 9l.
(5) hi. its answer to the defendants' second point, which point was as follows:

"The plaintiff to make out his case having given In evidence the return of
survey made by William O'Keefe in 1808, and a patent founded on that returll,
he is concluded by the boundaries therein set out and as found upon the
ground;" and was answered as follows: "Affirmed."
(6) In its answer to the defendants' third point, which point was as follows:

"There is no evidence of any return of survey on warrant to Isaac Brennan
earlier that the O'Keefe return in 1808, and the location therein set ont by its
metes and bounds, is the true location of the Isaac Brennan tract;" and was
answered as follows: "In answer to this we may say: The return in ques-
tion is the only one, and is evidence of the true location of the tract. As thus
stated the point is affirmed; that is, it is evidence of the true location of the
tract, and Is to be considered as we have stated to you In connection with the
l1iarks you find upon the ground."
The first specification is not sustained. The declarations of the de-

ceased surveyor were not competent evidence. Under the laws of this
state such declarations, made on the ground in controversy, may be re-
ceived after the surveyor's death. Whart. Ev. § 191; Kramer v. Good-
lander, 98 Pa. St. 366; Moul v. Hartman, 104 Pa. St. 43. The declara-
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tions offered were not so made; and they were not, therefore,
ble. That they were made in court under oath, is unimportant. That
they were not admissible as a "deposition" of the surveyor (as at first
contended) is now admitted,-the defendants not having been parties
nor privies to that suit.
The other specifications, which relate to the charge, must be sus-

tained. '1'he plaintiff's and defendants' second points define their re-
spective contentions in the case. The plaintiff's point is:
"It appears by the official return that the Isaac Brennan tract was surveyed

by George Woods in 1794; and therefore if marks made on the ground by the
surveyor [Woods] in locating the tract, have been found, and their position
identified, they must control the location of the tract."
The defendants' point is:
"The plaintiff, to make ont a case, having given in evidence the return of

survey made by William O'Keefe in 1808, and a patent founded on that return,
he is concluded by the boundaries therein set out. as found on the ground."
The survey named in the latter point must, in the light of the defend-

ants' attitude throughout the case, be understood as O'Keefe's. It was
so understood by the court, otherwise it could not have been affirmed
while the plaintiff's was, virtually, denied. If not so understood the
points are harmonious. It thus appears that the plaintiff stands on
a survey by Woods, described and marked by him; while the defend-
ants stand, substantially at least, on one made by O'Keefe, with lines
marked by him in 1808, though returned as Woods. The plaintiff's
point should have been affirmed, without qualification, and the defend-
ants' denied. The court affirmed the latter, thus instructing the jury
(especially when the answer to the plaintiff's point is considered) that
tne return made by O'Keefe was of a survey run by himself, or that the
jury might find it to be so, and that the plaintiff is concluded by the
lines he established; and virtually denied the plaintiff's point, by
sajing, ''It is affirmed if the jurJ' find that Woods surveyed the lana
and his survey was adopted and returned by O'Keefe." The jury
should not have been allowed to find that Woods did not make a sur-
vey, or if he did that O'Keefe might disregard it, and make another.
The records of the land office show that Woods, and he alone, made the
survey; and after the great lapse of time during which the land has
been held under a patent issued thereon, the record must be treated as
conclusive. Drinker v. Holliday, 2 Yeates, 87-89; Porter v. Ferguson,
3 Yeates, 60; Norris v. Hamilton, 7 Watts, 91-97. Indeed there is no
evidence to the contrary-unless it be an inference from the marks of
1808; and who made these, and for what purpose, does not appear,
except by conjecture. The only question for the jury was: Where are
the lines of that survey? If O'Keefe ran and marked others in 1808,
they are unimportant. Woods having exhausted the power conferred
by the warrant, in this respect, O'Keefe's duty was confined to return-
ing Woods' survey, as ascertained by examination of the record which
the law required Woods to keep; and this is what his return shows
he did. The case of Smay v. Smith, 1 Pen. & W. 1, cited by the defend-
ants, is not inconsistent with this view; the facts and the questions
there were different. As before stated the couct's affirmance of the
defendants' second point, and qualification of the plaiThtiff's, was a
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:virtual instruction that the jury might find that Woods did not survey
the tract, and if it found he did, might also find that O'Keefe did not
adopt this survey, but made another, which he returned. This error
runs throughout the charge, and is the substance of all the complaints
made of it (except the sixth, which is immaterial) and justifies them.
The judgment is therefore reversed.

BAGGALEY v. PITTSBURG & LAKE SUPERIOR IRON CO. et ale
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit. December 12, 1898.)

No. 628.
1. ConrORATIONS-INTEREST IN LANDS-STANDING TIMBER.
. The sale of standing timber is a sale of an interest in lands within a
statute prohibiting a mining corporation from selling land without a vote
of its stockholders.

So SAME-STATUTE RELATING TO MINING COMPANIES-CONSTRUCTION.
The Michigan statute (How. Ann. 8t. § 4099) prohibiting mining corpora-

tions from alienating any part of their "mine works, real estate, or fran-
chise," unless expressly authorized by the vote of three-fifths of the capital
stock, "provided that the provisions of this section shall not apply to city
or village lots, nor to land not required for mining purposes from which
the timber has been removed, • • • which may be conveyed when
authorized by a vote of a majority of the directors," was designed only
to prevent such alienation of property as would disable the company from
the conduct of its business as a mining company, and does not apply to a
sale of nonmineral lands situated in another county, and at a distance from
its mining property, .nor to the sale of timber therefrom.

3. STATUTES-RuLES OF CONSTRUCTION-PROVISOS.
While the ordinary office of a proviso Is to except that whIch would oth-

erwise be included In the act, the rule that It should be so construed is
not of universal obligation, as the proviso may be used from excessive
caution to prevent a possible misinterpretation of the act by including
therein that which was not intended, and a court is required to give effect
to the general intent of the act if It can be discovered from the act itself.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the Western
District of :Michigan.
This bill was filed by a stockholder to restrain his corporation, its officers and

directors, from selling the company's ntnds, and also from selling or other-
wiSe disposing of timber standing upon its lands, unless previously authorized
thereto by a vote of three-fifths of the capital stock of said company. The
corporation sought to be enjoined is a mining company organized under the
proYisionsof chapter 123, How. Ann. St. Mich. The complainant below and
appellant here owns or controls and represents more than two-fifths of the
stock of the company. The remainder of the stock is owned or represented
by the defendants and appellees Joseph and John C. Kirkpatrick, one of whom
is the general manager and treasurer of the corporation and the other his
assistant. The directors are five In number, three of whom were selected
by the majority, or Kirkpatrick, interest, including both of themselves, and
the other two were selected, under the cumulative voting system, by the ap-
pellant and his interest. Until 1889 the eompany owned and operated iron
mines in Marquette county, Mich., and also owned large bodies of wild land in
Marquette, Delta, and Menominee counties. In 1889 it made a sale of its
iron mine, and since that time has conducted no sort of mining, smelting, or
metal manufacturing business. The sale of the mines included some thou-
sands of acres of its lands in the county of Marquette. Tbe company con-
tinued, however, to be the owner of about 5,000 acres of land in Marquette


